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CV REQUEST 

AGENTS KIND AND HONEST IMPORTANT NOTE/FOREWORD FOR NOW AND 

FUTURE:  

If you cannot find any workers or something else which employer is seeking, please tell me on 

time so that I can inform employer on time and everything will be ok. Also inform me on time 

if you cannot find requested workers because employers want honesty and are serious and they 

have asked me that i provide them information on time. It is always better to provide QUALITY 

first and then quantity. Also as I have told you, please personally check every CV, reference 

letter and etc. so that you can be 100 % sure that what WORKERS says in CV and WHAT 

EMPLOYERS OF WORKERS SAY IN reference letter that is really true. Also employers will 

check everything what we give them, and so will the authorities.  

So check everything twice or more before sending to me. Always check workers, their CVs and 

their documents twice or more so that you are completely sure that they are what they are and 

that their documents and skills are right because we cannot make any more mistakes and 

provide employers with wrong workers. Extra checking on any level must be done. 

 We are looking the following workers: 

1) minimum 1 operator on thermoforming machine,

2) minimum 1 operator on extruder,

3) minimum 1 operator on machine/printer for plastic polypropylene cups and lids.

We need workers who are mentioned above and who need to have work experience of minimum 

24 months of working with mentioned machines and in industry of plastic packaging. 

BRIEF JOB RESPONSIBILITY REGARDING WORKERS WHICH OUR CLIENT NEEDS: 

Every mentioned worker/operator must have: 

1) Knowledge of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, knowledge of machine

operation, and 

2) Knowledge of working on extruder, thermoforms and printer of polypropylene cups and lids.
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Client also provided the following message: 

‘’ In order to better understand what kind of workers I am looking for, I am enclosing a 

photograph of thermoforming machines, a photograph of extruders and a photo of several of 

our products. 
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Please confirm that your candidates know how to work on such machines. So I am exclusively 

looking for workers who have the knowledge and skills to work on machines whose photos are 

attached or similar machines which are making same products and if the workers have worked 

on same or similar machines please do provide type and name of the machine and what was 

produces with each machine' 

If workers with skills stated under 1, 2 and 3 know how to work on the same machines (pictures 

are attached) is fine, but also is fine if workers know  how to work on some other similar 

machines which do the same work/products, it will be acceptable, too. (Note: Please do 

provide the name and type of machine on which your workers know how to work on and 

photos of those machines.) 

Also workers must with their own hand provide answers on the following questions and 

they must answer with their own hand on paper/hand written answers: 
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a)  workers who are operators on thermoforming machine must answer on the paper in

their own handwriting to the following question: 

On which thermoforming machine / machines did he work, please write the type of 

machine? What products and from what material did this machine produce under his 

control?  

b)  workers who are operators on a machine/printer for plastic polypropylene cups and

lids must answer in their own handwriting to the following question: 

Can he work on a cup printer? If he knows what type of printer the cup has worked on? 

Explain in 2-3 sentences the placement of tires, which have the role of a seal, on a large 

drum. When do 3 and 6 tires stick? 

c) workers which work on an extruder must answer in their own handwriting to the

following question: 

What type of extruder did he work on? What material was used in the extrusion? Did 

he extrude and if he did, from what material? Which is the main roller on the extruder? 

Also for each worker do provide CV and reference letters for each positions 

Also for each worker we will need his CV and reference letter. Also if you find us these workers 

1 family member of those workers will have a job to. 

Company says: minimum 13 months 

SALARY: 

Company says: The initial net salary is the same as for our workers HRK 5,000 - HRK 7,000 

PAY RATE FOR OVER TIME: 

According to Croatian labour law 

TOTAL HOURS AND DAYS WEEKLY: 

Company says: 

 Daily 8 h
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 40 hours per week

 5 days a week

 Morning and afternoon shift

FOOD PROVIDED: 

Company says: We do not provide food. The workers bring food themselves. In the factory there is a 

dining room with refrigerator, microwave oven. 

ACCOMMODATION PROVIDED: 

Company says: accommodation will be provided before or the latest upon the arrival of the workers. 

Accommodation is located in the same municipality. It is a 7-minute drive away and is located on the 

main road as well as the workplace. 

TRANSPORT TO WORK: 

Company says: We provide fee for the public transport 

EMPLOYMENT PERIOD:  

Company says: 1 year with possibility of extension  

EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT:  

Company says: on employer 

DISTANCE BETWEEN PLACE OF WORKING AND PLACE OF LIVING:  

Company says: Accommodation is located in the same municipality. It is a 7-minute drive away and 

is located on the main road as well as the workplace.  

DATE WHEN EMPLOYER WISHES THAT WORKERS SHOULD BE AT THE PLACE 

OF WORK:  

Company says: AS SOON AS POSSIBLE  

BRIEF JOB RESPONSIBILITY:  

VERY/HIGHLY IMPORTANT:  

Company says:  

Operator on thermoforming machine and operator on extruder. Fundamentals of machine knowledge, 

basics of mechanics and basics of electrical engineering.  

Attachment to work, good behavior is expected.  

MORE INFORMATION / SPECIFIC REQUESTS/WORKER SKILLS:  

VERY/HIGHLY IMPORTANT:  

Company says:  

‘’Dear Mr. Miljatovic,  

We have a plastic packaging factory for the dairy industry and we make polypropylene cups 

and lids (acceptable plastic, a thin layer of Polypropylene is also found in the inner part paper 

cups, because otherwise it would fall apart).  
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Important information for workers is that those who wish to come and wants to work have the 

opportunity to work at us until pensions.  

Also if he is married we can offer a job to his wife who would do the packaging of our products 

With respect,’’ 


